SESSION II
1:30pm - 2:00pm
“Model Predictive Cueing for Flight Path Control”
Bill Gray (AF), USAF Test Pilot School
2:00pm - 2:30pm
“KC-30A Receiver Clearances: Progress in Joint RAAF-USAF Testing”
Sqn Ldr Jacques le Roux, RAAF
2:30pm - 3:00pm
“Better Flight Test Through On-Aircraft Simulation”
Chris Guerante (M),Scaled Composites
Ken Baker, Scaled Composites
LUNCH 12:30pm - 2:00pm - Sequoia Ballroom
Guest Speaker: Dr. Kathy Abbott, FAA
Dr. Kathryn Hughes, Martin Baker Aircraft Company
SESSION IV
2:30pm - 3:00pm
“Untouched: F-15 Lessons Learned and Re-Learned”
Lt Col Justin Elliott, USAF (PAM)
3:00pm - 3:30pm
“XC-2 Development Overview: A Novel Test Technique With SCAS”
Etienne de Malleray (F), Airbus
4:00pm - 4:30pm
“VMUs: How To Improve Their Safety and Quality”
Yoshiyuki Yasumura, Mitsubishi Aircraft
5:00pm - 5:30pm
“Testing Effects of New MB-T Rodumes on E-6B”
LCDR Mitchell Hays, USN (M)
The Society wishes to thank Boeing for their continuous audiovisual support each year.

The Society thanks the National Test Pilot School for support with podcasting the Technical Program.